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B column in definitions the with A column in words the Match A:  

definition) extra (one 

1. distinguish    a. property left by a dead person to heirs 

2. effectively     b. in a way that is successful 

3. appreciate     c. to stop being angry with someone 

4. inheritance    d. to put things in a useful order 

5. forgive    e. to mark as different or to know the difference 

6. homeland    f. the country where someone was born 

     g. be grateful for what you have been given 

 

B. Fill in the blanks with the given words: (one extra word)  
 

(dedicated – function – reply – advanced – found – generous – introduction) 
 

7. With the help of this ........................ program, anybody can handle a complicated job. 

8. The rich man wanted to ........................ a school for homeless children.  

9. Doing daily exercise can improve the ........................ of different parts of your body.  

10. A (n) ........................ is the part at the beginning of a book giving a general idea.  

11. Baghcheban was a ........................ teacher who helped many deaf students.  

12. That ........................ lady donated 1000 dollars to the research center.  

  

words. own your with sblank the in Fill C. 

13. A d - - - - is a book in which you record your memories.  

14. I prefer to sit on the s - - - and watch a film.  

 

Tests). (Vocabulary choice best the Choose .D 

15. The mother of the son was ............. of hearing and couldn't understand well.  

1. aware   2. problem   3. difficult   4. hard 

16. The balloon will ................. if you blow into it too much.  
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1. break   2. burst   3. boost   4. bite 

17. The national museum .............. a number of original artworks which cost a lot.  

1. considers   2. highlights   3. contains   4. forgives 

18. Considering the severity of the accident, it was a ............ that no one was killed. 

1. pity   2. value   3. blessing  4. morality 

19. The national health plan requires all children to be vaccinated against the major ............ 

diseases. 

1. passive  2. generation  3. solution  4. childhood 

20. This book ............. all necessary information for tourists traveling here.  

1. supposes   2. provides   3. compiles   4. defines  

 

.Tests) (Grammar choice best the ooseCh :E 

21. Some monkeys ............ in the lab recently.  

1. studied   2. have studied  3. are studied  4. have been studied  

22. The match .......... by a large crowd when it started to rain.  

1. was watching     2. was being watched  

3. will be watched     4. has watched  

23. Some people ............... a letter to the chairman, didn't they?  

1. write   2. have written  3. wrote   4. were writing 24. Mina got 

surprised by the gift ................. on her birthday celebration.  

1. which it was given to her  2. that was giving to her 

3. which was given to her   4. which to her it given 

25. Anyone ................. further information can refer to the dictionary.  

1. needs  2. that needing 3. needed  4. Who needs  

26. Jane needed some money ................. borrowed some from her parents.  

1. so   2. so she  3. but   4. but she  

 

   structure passive to angeCh :F. )جملات زیر را مجهول کنید( 

27. That man fixed my washing machine skillfully.  

 

28. Mina is going to invite the guests for her birthday celebration.  

 

 

 
 

 

 3 

 1 
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conjunction. appropriate the using sentences following the Rewrite :G 
 so) – but – or – (and دو جمله را از طریق کلمه ربط به هم وصل کنید

29. Ali was late to class / Ali's teacher didn't let him enter the class.  

 

30. Can I use this book? / The book is picked by someone else. 

 

31. John tries hard to pass the course / John's classmate is very inactive.  

 

H: Unscramble the words and make a correct sentence. 

 د(.)کلمات در هم ریخته را مرتب کنی

32. translated / languages / been / his / into / have / countless / poems.  

 

33. step / dictionary / what / your / to use / the first / is / ? 

 

 pronouns relative appropriate with blanks the in Fill :I. نمره( 1/ 5)

 دهید(.)در جاهای خالی ضمیر موصولی مناسب قرار 

34. I should punish the boy ............. is making noise in the yard.  

35. she was thankful for ............. I gave her.  

36. The car ............ color is blue is very expensive.  

37. The students didn't understand the lesson ............... the teacher taught today.  

38. where is the hospital .............. you were born in?  

39. I don't know the girl ............. you are talking about.  

 

 sentence. each for question tag appropriate an Write :J نمره( 1/ 5)

 )از دنباله سؤالی مناسب استفاده کنید(. 

40. There will be enough food for you, ......................?  

41. None of us answered the question, ......................?  

42. The house needs reconstructing, .........................?  

43. We haven’t had our breakfast, .............................?  

44. Please turn down the radio, ..............................?  

45. Nothing was left, ..........................?  
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 pronouns. relative given the with sentences two the Combine :K نمره( 1)
 

 )دو جمله را از طریق موصول به هم وصل کنید(. 

 

46. The window will be replaced soon. The boy broke it yesterday. (which) 

 

47. The student told us a lie. He should be punished. (who) 

 

I. Cloze Test. )2/5 نمره ( 
Dinosaurs died out and ...(48)... from the Earth about 65 million years ago. Dinosaurs may 

...(49)... for the largest animals in the world. Some of them could fly because of having strong 

...(50)... They may have been as powerful as other huge land and sea animals on the earth, but we 

cannot compare them with whales and elephants because dinosaurs were more dangerous.  

Some scientists believe that a big planet from space hit the Earth. The impact and the heat from 

the planet may have killed them, ...(51)... others believe that the gas in the Earth's atmosphere may 

have stopped the sunshine and the cooler temperature started an ice age and the low temperature may 

have been too cold for dinosaurs. So far nobody can say why these powerful creatures ...(52)... 

disappeared.  

48- 1) disappeared  2) were disappeared   3) have disappeared    4) have been disappeared   

49- 1) keep   2) take   3) break    4) stand 

50- 1) colonies  2) wings   3) senses   4) bites  

51- 1) hence   2) whereas  3) or    4) whereby 

52- 1) suddenly  2) bravely  3) patiently    4) suitably  
 

 

J: Reading comprehension 1  )2 نمره ( 
 

Some scientists think that the seven continents that exist in the world were once a single land 
mass. The continents today are Asia, Africa, Australia, Europe, North and South America, and 
Antarctica. These scientists, called geologists say that the continents began to break away from one 
giant mass about 225 million years ago. This was the time when huge reptiles, such as dinosaurs, 
were beginning to develop. The land mass first broke into two pieces. Some geologists feel this was 
caused by melted rock from the center of the earth coming up through cracks in the ocean floor. 
Twenty five million years after the first split, one of the two continents divided again. These splits 
continued until the last division, which took place about 65 million years ago. At this time, Australia 
and Antarctica became separate continents and also mammals animals began replacing reptiles as the 
most important animals on earth. But how did scientists discover this possibility?  

They studied ancient rocks. When rocks that became hard 225 million years ago were found in 
both Africa and Asia, scientists guessed that they were part of the melted rock that split the two 
continents.  

If the idea of continental drift is true, then the continents as they exist today should fit together 
like the pieces of jigsaw puzzle. 
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53- According to the passage what caused the first breaking of land mass? 
1) replacing of mammals with reptiles 
2) coming up melted rock from the earth center 
3) continuous divisions which took place  
4) researches done by scientists and geologists 
 

54- The word “Split” in line 8 means? 
1) cause   2) join    3) melt   4) break  
 

55- What are “continents”? 
1) Lands made of big rocks   2) The seven big masses of the world 
3) Lands with giant reptiles on them  4) Lands studied by geologists 
 

56- What can be the best title for this passage? 
1) Experiment studying ancient rocks 
2) What geologists usually do 
3) How the continents may have been formed 
4) History of the solar system 
 
 

Reading Comprehension 2 )2  نمره (  

Some scientists claim that color can have a dramatic effect on our health. The idea is not a new 

one. The ancient Aztecs used to paint themselves in different colors to relieve pain. The theory is that 

all biochemical structures, whether they are human, plants or animals, respond to light and as colors 

give out different amounts of light, each of them will automatically do us good or harm. 

The idea that color affects our health is supported by research in new England, USA, where 

twenty - five people were exposed to blue light for a limited period, then to red light for the same 

amount of time. The blue light lowered the blood pressure of all the volunteers, leaving them very 

calm. But when the light became red, they all grew more active and, in some cases, even aggressive, 

as their blood pressures soared. The most interesting thing about this study is that a small proportion 

of the people were blind. 

A similar study, which was carried out at the university of Alberta in Canada, showed that when 

they were placed in a blue room, a group of hyperactive children all became noticeably calmer, and 

again, a few of the   subjects were blind. It is possible they were simply reacting to the other children, 

but color therapists would argue that this was the effect of the light. 

 

57- The scientists showed that ……  

1) blue was the most effective light    

2) aggressive people don’t like blue 

3) blind people were sensitive to light  

4) blood pressure increased the effect of color 

 

58- The “soared” in line 10 means? 

1) changed   2) decreased   3) refused   4) increased 
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59- As the passage points out the ancient Aztecs used different colors ………… 

1) to active their children    2) to change their blood pressure  

3)to expose to the light    4) to relieve their pain  

 

60- According to the passage, it is NOT true that ……  

1) color can change children’s activity 

2) color doesn’t affect blind people 

3) ancient people used colors to relieve their pain  

4) each light do us good or harm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Good Luck  
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